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Abstract –The motion action of sphere fuel element (FE) inside fuel pipelines in 
HTR-PM is indeterminate.  Fuel motion is closely connected with the interaction of 
FE and inner surface of fuel conveying pipe. In this paper, motion method of fuel 
elements in its conveying pipe is Experimental studied. Combined with the 
measurement of the fuel passing speed in stainless steel pipe and the track left by 
sphere ball for experiment, interaction modes of fuel and inner-surface of pipe, 
which is sliding friction, rolling friction and Collision, has been found. The modes of 
interaction can affect the speed of fuel conveying, amount of sphere waste and 
operation stability of fuel handling of high temperature reactor-pebble bed modules 
(HTR-PM). Furthermore, the motion process of fuel passing a big-elbow which is 
lying on the top of fuel pneumatic hoisting pipe were experimented. The result shows 
that the speed before and the speed after the elbow is positive correlation. But with 
the increase of speed before the elbow, the speed after the elbow increase less. 
Meanwhile the fuel conveying mode changes from friction to collision. And the 
conveying process is still steady. The effect can be used to controlling the speed of 
fuel conveying in fuel handling process of HTR-PM. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
High temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR) is 

an internationally acknowledged reactor type with 
good security features [1-2]. Its operation has three 
basic fuel flow. Charging fresh fuel elements into 
reactor core pipelines. Discharging spent fuel 
elements from the core and sent them to spent fuel 
storage system. Recycling fuel elements which does 
not reach the aiming burn up depth. Those operation 
is carried out by gravity downwards and pneumatic 
lifting upwards in FHS [3-4]. FHS has a set of  
process subsystems and devices to perform fuel 
transportation such as fuel main cycling, spent fuel 
discharging, fresh fuel supplement, core defueling 
and refueling, atmosphere switching, fuel elements 
pneumatic conveying, hermetic sealing of rotation 
motion control devices, core loading, discharging 
devices, fuel counters, etc. It is specific facility of 
HTGR. FHS equipment are long-term running 
moving devices. These equipment are all located 
inside pressure boundary of the primary loop and its 

auxiliary system including various types of transfer 
device. 

The current movement study of fuel elements in 
FHS pipeline focus on solving lifting force and 
speed. Which is important to insure a steady lifting 
process. In complex transportation pipes of FHS, 
spherical fuel element is lifted upward by pneumatic 
transport process as diameter of fuel elements is 
nearly equal to diameter of transportation pipe 
[5].And current study focused on aerodynamic 
model and analysis. Zeng, Shen, Liu, etc. on the 
basis of establishment of a fuel element aerodynamic 
model equations in the vertical and horizontal pipe 
by analysis [4-6]. And the traction coefficient 
equations is got RYSY equations which based on the 
assumption of isobaric surfaces [7]. And element 
movement in both vertical and horizontal straight 
pipe is studied. By experiment with plexiglass tube 
and plexiglass spherical simulation ball, lifting tests 
was carried out. But the theory and experiment 
concentrated in straight pipes, and ignored rotations 
of the plexiglass ball and its revolution around the 
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pipe axis. Material properties in verification test has 
a large difference with the actual physical properties 
of stainless steel pipe and graphite surface of fuel. 

Motion characteristics in the delivery pipeline in 
HTGR fuel elements affect spherical fuel element 
delivering and integrity. Furthermore, it affect 
amount of graphite dust accumulation, transport-
ation control difficulty and availability of conveying 
piping. And affecting the operation stability and 
economy of HTGR. On the other hand, there is no 
research on relevant issues reported. Experimental 
study is carried out on the Fuel Element motion in 
FHS pipeline in this paper. 
 

II. EXPERIMENT DEVICE AND METHODS 
 

II.A. Experiment Platform Design  
 
Experiment research platform is built to solving 

material properties and test observations problem. 
316 stainless steel tubing is choose to simulate the 
initial lifting segment, accelerating segment, steering 
section. The test facility has a 15.5 meters height to 
insure the full lifting process can be simulated. A 
kind of 60mm diameter graphite ball is chosen to 
simulate fuel elements coated by about 5mm thick 
graphite in HTR-PM.  

 

 
Fig. 1: This is an example for a one-column figure. 

 
The flow graph schematic model is as shown in 

Fig.1. The inlet is automatically closed after graphite 
ball flow into inlet. Then the graphite ball flows with 
pull of gravity in an inclined pipe until it reaches to 
merge device. The merge device merge keep the 

compressed air behind the graphite ball to push it 
ahead. And the compressed air comes from a roots 
blower, and cycling without stop. After merging, 
graphite ball is flow into the initial lifting process. 
And then passing a reducing with change the 
diameter of lifting pipe. The diameter ratio between 
graphite ball and pipe is kept about 0.97 in the lifting 
process. After air pneumatic lifting, a big elbow is 
set to change the direction of fuel elements. 
Meanwhile it slow down the lifting speed. Outer 
fitted ball passing device is used to measure the 
velocity of graphite ball in the lifting pipelines. Two 
speed monitor points is set respectively. One is 
before the big elbow, the other one is behind it. And 
two gas return path is set to test the impact of 
diversion location and amount of sub-flow. Sensors 
of Temperature pressure and flow is set on outlet 
pipe of roots blower.  

 
  II.B Research Methods  

 
Test is take out under air environment at room 

temperature. The air density is 1.25g / mm3. And flux 
is 60-100m3 / h. As it is hard to directly observe 
element movement in stainless steel pipe. Movement 
traces left on the inner surface of pipe by graphite 
ball was observed. Friction and collision between 
graphite ball and stainless steel pipe made the 
graphite balls leave independent or continuous traces. 
After lifting test, industrial endoscope was used to 
observe. 
 

III. RESULTS  
 

III.A. Trace on Inner Surface of Pipe. 
 

After ball lifting test performed on the inner 
surface pipe. Traces can were observed. Graphite 
ball marks on stainless steel pipe wall can be divided 
into three categories: linear scratches, point spots, 
local large circular marks. Typical traces is shown in 
Fig.2.  

Position of long straight scratches in the straight 
sections or vertical lifting segment, and accompanied 
by a discontinuous collision bore line scars. It shows 
that some graphite ball has a strong friction with 
inner pipe surface in straight pipe. At this point, 
graphite ball movement dominated by translation. 
Furthermore, some straight scratches traces locates 
on the top surface of inclined pipe which indicates 
graphite ball closed to the top surface by the force of 
compressed air moving to the upper direction inside 
incline pipe. 

Point spot is a larger porphyritic collision area 
which comes from local collision. And it appears 
near welding seam, bend and straight pipe joint area. 
It shows continuous motion graphite ball suddenly 
meet obstacle such as part of the weld contraction, or 
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a sudden change in movement direction. Collision 
marks found on the other side of the pipe surface 
indicates the collision occurred multiple times. 

Circular pattern formed in the reducing and 
elbow. Its shape approximate helix. The pitch of 
helix is about 10mm. And the helix can extend to the 
downstream straight pipe. Circular patterns show 
graphite ball cycling in this pipe segment and pass 
through slowly.  

 

 
(a). Linear scratches 

 
(b). Point spots 

 
(c). Circular near recuding 

 
(d). Circular inside elbow 

Fig 2. Typical traces on pipe inner surface 
 

III.B. Fuel Elements Lifting Speed 
 

Speed change before and after the big elbow of 
the upper end of the vertical pipe were studied. The 
study is not with gas diversion from former gas 
outlet. Movement of graphite ball in the big elbow 
was analyzed from changes of velocity. Uses three 
gas flux parameter is choose which corresponding to 
the gas speed 5.5m/s, 7.4m/s, 9.2m/s. the former 
velocity meter measuring before the elbow was 
marked as V1. While the rear velocity meter was 
marked as V2. The velocity change is marked as ΔV 
(ΔV=V2-V1).  

 

 
(a). Gas speed 5.5m/s 

 
(b). Gas speed 7.4m/s 

 
(c). Gas speed 9.2m/s 

Fig 3. Typical traces on pipe inner surface 
 
From Fig. 3, it can be conclude that V2, the 

velocity after the big elbow, increasing with V1 
increasing. But the increasing rate of V2 is reducing. 
When V1 increased to 7.1-7.2, as shown in Fig 3. (c), 
the slowing effect of elbow emerges in air condition. 
V2 is almost the same as V1. Velocity after elbow 
significantly reduces, which indicates that violent 
interactions occur in the process. Combined with 
previous results on the pipe inner wall observation, it 
is the slowing effect of approximately circular 
motion inside the elbow and some local collision. 
When the speed increases to a certain level, the 
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approximate circular motion is enhanced and no 
significant forward speed increasing. 

Combining velocity measurement results analyze 
of large elbow and the traces observed inside pipe, 
further conclusion can be got. The force of 
pneumatic lifting will be bound by the pipeline 
structure. And affecting the movement velocity of the 
ball and its movement form. And combined with a 
basic velocity distribution setting of fuel elements, 
the reasonable use of the pipe curve structure not 
only can change the direction of movement of the 
fuel element, but also can also control the speed of 
movement. And study of fuel elements conveying in 
the pipeline, especially in a non-straight sections, 
should consider a comprehensive state of transfer 
structure and interaction between fuel elements and 
pipelines.  

Furthermore, with friction coefficient of graphite 
under helium atmosphere increasing, interaction 
under helium increase in HTR-PM. Movement of 
fuel elements in pipeline cannot ignore the pipe inner 
wall (after repeatedly passing inner surface adhesion 
a graphite layer) effect.  
 

IV. CONCLUSION  
 

Fuel element movement in pipeline is a key issue 
in HTGR outside core. Except transportation 
equipment, a reasonable fuel velocity distribution 
and a suitable piping structure are basis to assure 
fuel elements reasonable achieving, reliable and 
controllable transportation. And it can guarantee the 
stable and reliable operation of FHS. In this paper, 
preliminary study of the fuel elements motion mode 
in stainless steel piping is observed. It can be 
conclude into three modes: translation, collision, 
approximately circular motion. Combined with speed 
changing of graphite balls passing the big elbow on 
lifting pipe, analyzes the effect of the top big elbow 
for speed control and movement patterns. 
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